
Regulations

GRASSCOURT CHAMPIONSHIPS TOURNAMENT RULES 2019

1.The Championships will run from Monday 1st July  with Finals on Sunday 21st July

2.Matches are best of 3 sets standard tie breaks in all 3 at 6 all. 

3.Results are to be written on the draw sheets on the notice board and either text Tennis Admin at 
086 833 1452 or app result to Frank or Caroline.

4.Players should make contact with their next opposition immediately once they have played their 
match. 

5,All matches MUST be played by the play by date or there will be disqualifications. It is the 
responsibility of the person on the TOP OF THE DRAW to make first contact to schedule the match 
but both parties must have reasonable availability to play. Note – both parties may face 
disqualification in circumstances whereby it is considered that no reasonable effort has been made 
to schedule the match.

6.If the match cannot for some reason be played by the play by date the players must contact their 
nominated tournament referee BEFORE the play by date to seek an extension.

7.Referees decision is FINAL in all matters.

8.All players must be available for FINALS DAY Sunday 21st July. Finals only will be played on 
Finals Day.

9. NOTE. Courts may be booked by each opponent for a match which will give a match a two hour 
slot if needed. Matches must be completed within the two hour time frame. Courts must be vacated 
to the next booking, ongoing championship matches do not have precedence over follow on 
bookings. Complete the match with a tie break or reschedule or move court.

10. Matches are to be played on grass, hardcourts may be used if it is raining or no grasscourts 
are available. 

The tournament referees will adjudicate on any issue throughout the tournament and will also be 
tasked with ensuring that games are played on or before the play by dates on the draw. in the 
event that the matches are not played on time the referees will have the power to allow a walkover 
or to disqualify players.

TOURNAMENT REFEREE :

Frank Denny & Caroline O’Reilly 

APP/TEL FRANK ON  087 2904472  OR CAROLINE ON 086 405 4375 WITH ALL QUERIES


